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Q1.  Add the correct punctuation at the end of each sentence. 

 
    1. What time do we catch the bus -------- 
     
    2. Let’s meet at the park ---------- 
 
    3. Put that away before you leave ---------- 
 
    4. Wow, what a surprise ---------- 
 
    5.  Can you help me fix this ------------ 
 
    6.  Don’t leave your toys on the floor ------------ 
 

Q2.  Write a question to go with each answer. 

 
    1. Abida made a big salad and set the table. 
 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    2. Ali’s horse is the one with a white mane and tail. 
 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    3. It happened when he was climbing the mountains. 
 
     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
    4. Sara and Simi went to Lahore Museum. 
 
     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Q3. Change nouns to adjectives, 
 
     Fame  ---------------------. 
   
     Danger  --------------------------. 
 
     Victory  ----------------------------. 
 
     Fury  --------------------------------. 
 
     Mystery  ----------------------------. 
 



 Q4. Read the passage carefully and answer these questions in complete 
sentences. 
 
 
In a small clearing on the edge of a great forest, there once lived a poor 
widow and her two daughters. 
On the wall of their cottage grew a red rose and a white rose, whose smell 
spread above the doorway. The girls were as sweet as the roses. So their 
mother called them Rose Ann and Rose Mary. Though they looked very 
much like each other, the two sisters were very different. Rose Ann was 
quiet and shy; Rose Mary was brave and full of laughter. 
Although the two girls were very different, they were very close and liked 
to do things together. 
1.   Who lived in the forest? 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
2.    Which sister was quiet and shy? 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
3.    Did they love each other? How do you know? 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
4.    What type of flower hung on the wall of their cottage? 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Q5.   Read these sentences through carefully; underline the nouns with n 
and verbs with v, 
 
 1.    The boy lost his football. 
 
 2.    Yesterday I ate an orange, an apple and a banana. 
 
 3.    The teacher showed the class a boomerang. 
 
 4.    We watched the kitten playing with a ball of wool. 
 
 5.    The monkey ate all the nuts which the children gave him. 



 
 6.    Did the cat scratch your hand? 
 
Q6.   Circle the most suitable adjective in the brackets for each sentence, 
 
  1.   We saw a (green, huge, comical) elephant at the zoo. 
 
  2.   She heard a (hard, strange, rich) sound during the night. 
 
  3.   The students couldn’t solve the ( easy, friendly, difficult) problems. 
 
  4.   Peter heard a (loud, distant, noisy) cry which was very faint. 
 
  5.   His gift was a (lonely, pleasant, narrow) surprise for Julie. 
 
   
 
 
 
 


